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This work studies the effect of density-dependent potentials on the phase 
behaviour of fluids. For a particular class of density-dependent po entials, the 
equation of state has a simple relation to the equation of state of a reference 
fluid with a density-independent po ential. This relation is illustrated by com- 
puter simulations of a fluid with density-dependent Lennard-Jones potential. 
Density-dependent potentials can be used in the Gibbs ensemble; this work 
presents the appropriate expressions for the pressure and chemical potential. 
1. Introduction 
In most computer simulations of liquids, interactions between molecules are 
modelled using two-body potentials [1]. These potential are obtained by fitting to 
experimental data. Real fluids, however, interact with three and higher-body inter- 
actions as well; therefore, these two-body potentials represent, in fact, effective 
interactions. To calculate accurate phase equilibria, it may be necessary to use a 
different wo-body potential for the liquid phase and the gas phase. Simulations 
using two, three and higher-body interactions are at present too expensive for 
routine calculations [2, 3]. A practical method to take three and higher-body inter- 
actions into account is provided by using pair potentials that depend on density. We 
investigate here a particular class of density-dependent potentials, those that are 
written as 
Ud = f(p)Uo, (1) 
where Ud is the density-dependent po ential, f(p) is an arbitrary function of the 
density such that f(p) becomes unity as density p goes to zero. U0 is a density- 
independent potential which governs low-density properties uch as the second 
virial coefficient. We show that the equation of state of a fluid that can be described 
with a density-dependent po ential Ud is related to the equation of state of a fluid 
whose potential is U0. 
In Section 2, we investigate the influence of the density-dependent po ential on 
the equation of state. Section 3 discusses the consequences of a density-dependent 
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potential for computer simulations in the N, V, T and Gibbs ensemble. As a parti- 
cular example, we consider the Lennard-Jones fluid in Section 4. 
2. Equation of state 
Consider a fluid that is modeled with a density-dependent potential Ud. We 
assume that the density dependence an be described using 
Ud =f(P) Uo, (2) 
where f(p) is an arbitrary function of the density p = N/V, N is the number of 
particles and V is the volume. U0 is the density-independent po ential of the refer- 
ence fluid. The partition function of the fluid with density-dependent po ential is 
given by 
Z(fl, N ,V) -  A3NN !1  1 dFJV exp (_3Ud) ' (3) 
where /3 = 1/k~T, A = (27rli2fl/rn) 1/2 is the thermal de Broglie wavelength, and 
FN = rl -'- ru denotes the 3 N coordinates of the particles. The partition function 
of the reference fluid is given by 
-- a31N~. .1" dF N exp (-/3U0). (4) Zo( fl, N, V) 
Substitution of equation (2) into equation (3) relates the partition function of the 
fluid with a density-dependent po ential to that of the reference fluid 
Z(3,B, V) = . dUVexp [-13f(p)Uo] = Zo(13',N, V), (5) 
with 
9' = #f(p). (6) 
From these expressions, it follows (see Appendix A for details) that the equation of 
state (P) of the fluid with the density-dependent po ential can be expressed in terms 
of the equation of state (P0) and energy per particle (u0) of the reference fluid. This 
equation of state is given by 
( 3 
P(fl, P)=f(P)Po(fl',P)+ Uo(/3',p) 2/~f-~ ~P"  (7) 
If the equation of state of the reference fluid is known, we can obtain the equation of 
state for the fluid with the density dependent potential using equation (7). 
3. Computer simulations 
We now consider a simulation in the Gibbs ensemble [4, 5]. The partition func- 
tion of the Gibbs ensemble, using a density-dependent po ential, is given by [6, 7] 
1 ( N'~ f 2;(/3, N, V) = ~ , d V~ dF~" exp -3 f  U0 VA3-N !~Z~=o k, nlg Jo ~l 
N-n1 • J dr V-"' exp U0], 
where nl denotes the number of particles in box 1 and 
(8) 
V1 the volume of box 1. To 
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distinguish the partition function of the Gibbs ensemble from that for the canonical 
ensemble, we denote the former by Z. This partition function can be rewritten in 
terms of a product of two partition functions of the canonical ensemble 
Z(/3, N, V) V Z=_0J0 dV1Z(j3, nl, V1)Z(fl, N -  nl, V -  V1), (9) 
where 
Z(/~,r/l, V I ) -  ~ 1 f dF~l exp [-/3f(-~1) U0]. (10) 
A ~nlnl! J 
Using equation (9), we can define the Helmholtz energy of the Gibbs ensemble 
A =~ In Z, (11) 
or in terms of the Helmholtz energies in the canonical ensemble 
~I(t3, N, V) =n~I~oIVo dVI[A(fl, nI, V1) .+ A(fl, N -  nl, V -  (12) 
In [6] it is shown that for a sufficiently large system, the dominant contributions 
to the Helmholtz energy A are from those values of n 1 and V1 where 
A(fl, nl, V)+A(/3, N-n l ,  V-V1) has its minimum. As a result, the Gibbs- 
ensemble simulations will find the n 1 and V1 that satisfy 
(O[A(fl, nl, VI) + A(/3, N-n l ,  V -  V1)]~ = 0, (13) 
OV1 / ~,nl 
and 
(OA[(j3, nl, V1) + A(/3, N -  nl, V -  Vl)]~ = 0. (14) 
Onl / 3,v~ 
The derivatives of the Helmholtz energy with respect o the volume or number of 
particles define the pressure and chemical potential, respectively. Thus, these two 
expression demonstrate that the Gibbs ensemble will find those nl and V1 for which 
the chemical potential and pressure of the fluid in the two simulation boxes are equal. 
From equation (13) it follows that in a Gibbs-ensemble simulation the pressure 
of box 1 should be calculated using 
{OA(fl, nl, V,) ~ 
P I ~ -- ~ - O VII ./ /3, nl 
(15) 
1 dUd(riJ).rij + 
~--  -- i 3V drij ) ~ ' 
nl where ul = Ei<j= l Ud(rij)/nl is the energy per particle. From equation (14) we obtain 
for the chemical potential of a particle in box 1 
(OA(/3, nl~V1)~ 
#l =- k, -0~ / ~,v, (16) 
= - ~ In (n l~ l  exp [-/3 (u~- + ~Pf(p) df(P) ul)]> ' d p  
where u] ~ is the energy of a (non-interacting) test particle placed in box 1. 
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These equations differ from the usual expressions for the pressure and chemical 
potential because the number of particles and the volume appear also in the energy 
term in the partition function. Appendix B gives a derivation. The equations for the 
pressure and chemical potential as derived here are not restricted to the Gibbs 
ensemble; they are also valid for the NVT ensemble. 
In this Section we have shown that the Gibbs ensemble can be used for density- 
dependent potentials and gives the expressions for the chemical potential and pres- 
sure. As discussed in the original work of Panagiotopoulos [4], in the Gibbs ensemble 
it is not necessary to calculate the chemical potential and the pressure. However, 
equal chemical potential and pressure of the fluid in the two simulation boxes 
provides an elementary check of the reliability of the simulations. Furthermore, it 
is important to calculate these quantities if comparisons are made with experimental 
data. 
4. The Lennard-Jones fluid 
In Section 2, we have shown that the density-dependent potential as defined by 
equation (2) can be mapped onto a density-independent potential. If the equation of 
state of the fluid, characterized by the density-independent potential, is known, the 
equation of state of the fluid, characterized by the density-dependent po ential, 
follows from equation (7). For the Lennard-Jones potential, the equation of state 
has been determined by Nicolas et al. [8]. The Lennard-Jones fluid provides a 
suitable system to test the equation derived in this work and to study the influence 
of density-dependent potentials on the phase diagram. 
De Pablo et al. [9] have introduced a density-dependent potential defined by 
f (p* )  = ap* +b, (17) 
where p* is the density in reduced units (p* = p/a 3 ) and a and b are constants. In 
this Section we investigate the influence of a density-dependent po ential on the 
phase diagram of the Lennard-Jones. 
4.1. Computer simulations 
4.1.1. N, P, T simulations 
We have performed simulations in the N, P, T ensemble for various values of a 
and b. In this ensemble the pressure is specified a priori and the density follows 
directly from the simulations. Therefore, the results do not depend on equation 
(15). Table 1 compares the results of these simulations with the predictions from 
equation (7). Within the accuracy of the simulations, the predicted ensities and the 
results of the simulations are in very good agreement. 
4.1.2. Gibbs ensemble simulations 
We have performed Gibbs-ensemble simulations for a---0.1 and b-=-1. The 
results of these simulations are reported in table 2. 
In a simulation with density-independent potentials the pressure is calculated 
using the virial theorem [1] 
1 9 
Pvir = -- 3 V dr i j  
i 
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I f  one would use equation (18) instead of equation (15), the results for the gas phase 
would not change. For the coexisting liquid phase, however, one would observe at 
T* = 1.0, P vir = 0"3; the correct value, as obtained via equation (15), is one order of 
magnitude smaller! This numerical example emphasizes that the corrections of the 
conventional N, V, T formula are by no means small. For the chemical potential, the 
correction is of the order of 15% at these conditions (T* = 1.0, Pvir = 0"3). 
Figure 1 shows the effect of the density-dependent potential on the phase 
diagram. Comparison with the phase diagram for the Lennard-Jones fluid shows 
that the density dependence has a small effect on the vapour phase. The liquid phase, 
however, has a considerably higher density. The critical points shifts towards higher 
temperatures. 
In figure 1, we also compare Gibbs-ensemble simulation results with predictions 
of the equation of state. The equation of state (7) predicts a phase diagram in 
Table 1. Comparison of the results from N, P, T simulations with the predictions of the 
equation of state given by equation (7) coupled with the Nicolas equation of state for 
the Lennard-Jones fluid. The number of particles in the simulations N---256. All 
simulations were performed at 7* = 0.91e/k B. The pressure and density are given in the 
usual reduced units: P* = Ptr3/e and p* = p/cr 3. For comparison, some simulations of 
the Lennard-Jones fluid (a = 0 and b = 1) are added. The subscripts indicate the 
accuracy of the last digit. P~os is the reduced ensity predicted by the equation of state 
(7) at the indicated pressure. 
N, P, T simulations eos 
P* P* Peos 
a=0andb=l  
0"098 0"7599 0.756 
0' 163 0"76411 0.764 
0"327 0.7797 0'780 
0.490 0"79611 0.794 
0.981 0"8268 0"828 
a = 0-082 and b = 1 
0"098 0"81215 0.812 
0.163 0'81616 0.817 
0.327 0.83112 0.829 
0.490 0"83612 0.839 
0.981 0"86010 0.866 
a --- -0.082 and b = 1 
0.098 0.6946 0.690 
0.163 0"71312 0.701 
0"327 0'7379 0.722 
0-490 0'7506 0.742 
0-981 0-7939 0.785 
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Table 2. Results for the Gibbs-ensemble simulations using the density-dependent Lennard- 
Jones potential with a = 0-1 and b = 1. The simulations were performed with N = 216 
particles. The total number of Monte Carlo cycles was 15000; the first 5000 were 
discarded to allow for equilibrium. One Monte Carlo cycle consists of, on average, N
attempts to displace a particle in one of the boxes, 150 attempts to exchange a particle, 
and 1 attempt to change the volume. The algorithm used is a slight modification of the 
original algorithm of Panagiotopoulos [4,5]; it is described in refs. [10, 11]. The result are 
reported in the conventional reduced units: reduced temperature T ~ = TkB/e, reduced 
density p* =pcr 3, pressure P* = Pa3/e, reduced potential energy per particle E* = E/e, 
and reduced chemical potential #* = #/e. Note that the pressure and chemical potential 
were calculated using equations (15) and (16), respectively. The accuracy of the 
simulations i indicated via the subscripts. 
gas phase liquid phase 
* * * * * r pg P; -~,~ -Eg p, e~ -#]' -~  
0-909 0-0093 0.0082 4.32 0-11 0-8114 0-022 4.69 6.214 
0.950 0-0103 0.0092 4.41 0.093 0-7914 0.022 4"53 6.033 
1.000 0.0194 0.021 4.21 0.21 0.771 0.063 4.54 5-81 
1-050 0 .0264 0.0223 4-11 0-22 0"7505 0-053 4.11 5.634 
1"110 0"0359 0"0333 4'01 0"32 0"7276 0"083 4"12 5"415 
1"150 0"0508 0"051 3"91 0'43 0"7077 0'115 3"91 5"223 
excellent agreement with the simulation results. This agreement makes it unnecessary 
to perform further simulations using this potential. Results from the equation of 
state are sufficiently accurate for a variety of practical applications. However, one 
must be careful for cases in which the Lennard-Jones equation of state is used at 
temperatures outside the range where this equation has been fitted to simulation 
data. 
4.2. Density-dependent si e-site potentials 
De Pablo et al. [9] introduced the concept of density-dependent potentials to 
model the thermodynamic properties of various hydrocarbons. As a starting 
point, they used the site-site Lennard-Jones potentials proposed by Jorgensen et 
al. [12]. To cover an appreciable range of conditions, de Pablo et al. introduced a
density-dependent potential c, defined by 
e/kB = ap + b. (19) 
However, the density dependence of the potentials turned out to be unreasonably 
large. For example, the e of a carbon site may range from e = 18 K in the gas phase 
to e = 40 K in a liquid phase. Since multi-body effects are expected to give rise to 
only a slight density dependence, these parameters are surprising. 
In [9], density-dependent potentials were implemented in a manner different from 
that used here. Here we assume that, as the density changes in a N, P, T or Gibbs- 
ensemble simulation, echanges according to equation (19) and hence influences the 
acceptance/rejection of configurations. In the N, P, T simulations of [9] e was f ixed 
during the production run, but during equilibration e was manually adjusted using 
equation (19). A second difference in implementation is that for the Gibbs-ensemble 
simulations no density-dependent potentials were used. De Pablo et al. assumed that 
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Figure 1. Comparison of the Gibbs-ensemble simulations of the Lennard-Jones fluid with 
density-dependent po entials (a = 0.1 and b = 1, dots) with the prediction of the 
equation of state (solid line). For comparison, the phase diagram of the Lennard-Jones 
fluid a = 0 and b - 1) is also shown (dashed line). 
the density dependence has no noticeable ffect on the vapour phase and performed 
Gibbs-ensemble simulations for the coexisting phases using an e determined only by 
the liquid-phase density. 
Below we demonstrate hat fixing e during the production run is the cause of the 
unreasonably large density dependence of the parameters eported in [9]. Further, we 
show that the assumption that Gibbs-ensemble simulations can be performed using 
the same e for the liquid and vapour phase results in a phase diagram that is different 
from the one obtained via a true density-dependent po ential. 
In [9] site-site potentials were used. However, the procedure of [9] for fitting the 
parameters i more transparent if we consider an atomic model, e.g. the Lennard- 
Jones potential. De Pablo et al. used a fixed e during each production run of their 
N, P, T simulations. This e is adjusted iteratively at the beginning of a simulation at a 
different pressure using equation (19). This way of introducing a sensity-dependent 
potential is equivalent to a rescaling of the temperature (T new = T*/(ap* + b) at 
each density but does not correspond to a true density-dependent po ential. Assume 
that we use the Lennard-Jones potential to describe the vapour-liquid equilibrium 
curve of a fluid. If we fit the Lennard-Jones potential to second-virial-coefficient 
data, we obtain a fair description of the gas phase, but the density of the liquid 
phase is generally underestimated significantly. To illustrate, we assume that at 
T*= 1.00 the liquid density is underestimated by 11%. We now consider a 
density-dependent po ential to correct he liquid density. If we use the method of [9], 
the resulting parameters of equation (19) would be a = 0.24 and b = 1. If we use, 
however, a truly density-dependent po ential with a = 0-1 and b = 1, we arrive at the 
same liquid density. This example shows why the procedure of de Pablo et al. leads 
to an unrealistic, large density dependence. 
If an Axilrod-Teller formula would be used to estimate the three-body con- 
tribution to the energy, it would give a positive contribution to the energy. For 
the Lennard-Jones potential it turned out to be necessary to introduce a negative 
contribution to the energy [1]. This suggests that the density-dependent parameters 
also correct for the deficiencies of the Lennard-Jones potential as indicated by its 
inability to describe the second virial coefficient of argon within experimental error. 
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Figure 2. Phase diagram of the Lennard-Jones fluid with density-dependent po ential, 
a -- 0-25 and b = 1.0 (dotted line). The dashed line is the phase diagram that would 
have been obtained with Gibbs ensemble simulations using the assumptions of ref. [9]. 
The solid line gives the phase diagram of the ordinary Lennard-Jones fluid. 
We have tested the assumption, used in [9], that Gibbs-ensemble simu- 
lations performed with a value of e that only depends on the density of the liquid 
phaset gives a reasonable approximation to the phase diagram obtained from a 
density-dependent potential. Figure 2 shows that the two phase diagrams differ 
appreciably. 
5. Concluding remarks 
In this work we have studied the influence of density-dependent potentials on 
phase behaviour of simple fluids. It is shown that for a particular class of density- 
dependent potentials, the equation of state can simply be related to the equation of 
state of a reference fluid. 
This relation is used to study the influence of introducing a density-dependent  
in the Lennard-Jones potential on the phase diagram. We show that a small density- 
dependence r sults in a shift of the critical point to a higher temperature and in a 
higher density of the coexisting liquid phase. The influence on the vapour phase is 
small. 
Computer simulations in the Gibbs or N, V, T ensemble using density-dependent 
potentials require slightly different expressions for the pressure and chemical poten- 
tial. Numerical examples how that significant errors are made if these correction on 
the conventional expressions are ignored. 
This work is restricted to pure components. For mixtures or for molecular fluids, 
the mapping of the potential onto a density-independent po ential can not be used. 
We have shown that the procedure for implementing density-dependent poten- 
tials given here present a significant improvement over that recently proposed in [9]. 
While the results presented there show excellent agreement with experimental data, 
our study indicates that this agreement could only be achieved through introduction 
t This potential is density-independent in the sense that the same value of e is taken for the 
liquid and vapour phase at a given temperature. The value of the e at a given temperature is 
calculated from equation (19) using the p the density of the coexisting liquid phase. 
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of an unrealistic large density dependence to compensate for inconsistencies in the 
implementation f density-dependent po entials. 
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Appendix A: the equation of state 
This Appendix gives a. detailed derivation of the equation of state for a fluid 
described with a density-dependent po ential Ud defined by equation (2). In Section 
2, we have shown that equation (5) gives the relation between the partition functions 
of the fluid described with a density-dependent po ential and a fluid described with a 
density-independent po ential U0. The Helmholtz energy A is related to the partition 
function via 
1 
A = -~ In Z. (A1) 
Using equations (5), (6), and (20), we can derive for the pressure 
t3,N r- - /~z  \ b-V ~,N 
- ~f(p)(3/21~ Zo ~,N 
1 1 { (.Of(N/_V)(3/2)u.'~ 
/3f(p)(3/2)N Z o Z~ k OV ,] ~,u 
+f(p)(3/2)u (Ozo(/3', N, V)'~ 
(OZ(N/v)) 
+flf(p)(3/2lN\ ~ -O-t 37 V))V,N k OV ]~,NJ 
-- 23 13f(p)p2 df(p) b f(p)po(13,,p) +p2~pP)uo(fl,,p) (A2) 
where u 0 = Uo/N is the energy per particle of the reference system which is related to 
partition function Zo according to 
1 (OZo~ (A3) Uo = ~-~ I ar Uoexp (-3Vo) = --~o k-~A-/x,v 
Equation (A 2) shows that the equation of state of the fluid with a density-dependent 
potential can be expressed in terms of the equation of state and energy of the 
reference fluid. 
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Appendix B: The pressure and chemical potential 
Here we derive the expressions for the chemical potential and pressure for a 
simulation in the Gibbs ensemble. In Section 3, we have shown that the pressure 
in one of the boxes of the Gibbs ensemble is defined by 
( OA(/~'nl' V1)-~ (B 1) P1 - - \  ~ /~,., 
and the chemical potential by 
(OA(/3, nl, V1)) (B 21 
with 
1 JdrT' exp[-~f(nl/V1)Uo]. (B3) exp (-flA) = Z(fl, nl, V1) -- A3nlnl ! 
From these expressions we can derive the ensemble averages that can be calculated in 
a simulation. 
For the pressure we can write 
(OA(fl, nl, V1).~ _1  (OZ(fl, nl,L~) ~ (B4) 
P1 = - \ ~ / ~'"~ 313ZL2 k ~ J ~,,,' 
where L~ = V1. If we introduce scaled coordinates ~i = ri/L1, we can write for the 
partition function 
I3n1 I Z(/3, nl,L1 ) _ ~1 d~ n' exp [-/3f(nl/L3)Uo((L1)]. (B5) A 3n~ n1 ! 
This gives for the pressure 
3nl Z 1 (Oexp [-/3f(nl/L~)Uo((Lll]\ 
P1 = 3L~L,~z + ~ aL, / 
(~1 (~j=l 1 dUd(rij) ) / p2 df(pl) ) 
= - i 3V1 ~ "rij + \ f (p , )  ~ Ul , (B6) 
nl where ul = Y]i<j=I Ud(rij)/nl is the energy per particle. 
For the chemical potential we have 
~#1 = ~[A(/3,nl + 1, VI) - A(13, nl, VI)] = - In  Z(fl, nl + 1, V1) 
z(/~,n~, vl) {1 
= - ln  (nl + 1)A3 
=- In  (n l+ l )A  3 
fdF l  ~+1 exp [-/3f((nl + 1)/V1)Uo]I 
dF~' exp [-/3f(nl/V1) U0] J 
~drT' exp [-/3{u + + [f((nl + 1)/V1) -f(nl/V1)]Uo}]exp [-t~f(nl/V1)Uo]) 
J" dT1 ~ exp [--j~f(n 1 / V1) Uo] 
pl Of(p1) 
=- ln (n l~ lexp{- j3 (u  +qf(p l )  ~ Ul )} ) -31nA,  (B7) 
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where ui = U1/nl is the energy per particle and u~- is the energy of a (non-interact- 
ing) test particle that is added to box 1. 
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